
Cities, Constructions, Artist-portraits 
A conversation with Éva Köves

Budapest was in focus on almost all the paintings shown at your big exhibition in Ludwig
Museum in 2001. You were among the first to receive the Pro Cultura Urbis prize in 2000.
Other cities cropped up in your later paintings, but one did not sense that you forged as
intimate a relationship with them as you have with Budapest. Yet the paintings of Berlin are
once again expressions of deep ties to the city, and are witness to a closer understanding of
the place.
Though I did not think this through consciously, I did feel while living in Berlin and when I
began to work there that I could adopt the same work approach and tempo as I had at home. 
Why Berlin in particular? Is there a special reason for this decision?
It was just about pure chance that I succeeded in getting to Berlin. The city itself provided a
basic feeling, an atmosphere, but probably we would have to look for the reason why I felt so
at home there in me.
Could you tell us about Berlin, recount some of your more elemental experiences?
I spent half a year there with short interruptions. An important friendship became a decisive
experience for me. Rolland Pereszlényi, who is an artist and old friend, had lived in Berlin for
a longer period, and was there also during my stay. His presence, his work, and the
atmosphere in his family had a very strong influence on my stay there. I met many other
people, intellectuals I knew, and discovered a new face of Berlin in each instance, seeing the
city from a different perspective every time. These meetings were so inspiring that I set out on
my own trails of discovery on the basis of the impressions I received, and the perceptions I
developed on my own. In all aspects of life I came upon many details that were identical to
those of Budapest, and found many points of connection.
Also in the arts?
Actually, yes. Though there is nothing surprising about the greater variety on the palette in
Berlin than at home, I have a feeling that I could find a Hungarian parallel for virtually every
spot of colour. The difference really lies only in a how much more substantial in size and
opportunities things are there. The abundance in points of connection made me feel good,
which is why I could work well there.
How did you select the places to photograph?
I took photos mainly in areas where I lived, or places with which I feel a personal bond. I
made many photos of the flat Rolland and his family lived in, as it also had a defining effect
on me.
Do you have some key words you would apply to Berlin?
Clouds. Serious and stern, and yet charmingly familiar, homely. 
Clouds are emphatically present in most of your paintings.
The sky is forever changing in Berlin, the clouds are remarkably different from those in
Budapest, it was impossible not to notice.
A familiar East-European atmosphere radiates from the paintings.
There are other things in Berlin of course, but a sense of being East-European, and the
requisites of an East-European past are powerfully present, as in Budapest. I worked
deliberately towards giving emphasis to these common points. This is why I tried placing two
photos next to each other in these paintings, one outdoors and the other in. I wanted to
communicate the process leading through the many pictures, the sensation of constantly being
in motion by using this film-like attitude. The interior spaces represented this to me. I had
been in many flats during my stay in Berlin, but I found the flat in which Rolland lived with
his family the most expressive and most characteristic. I found that to a degree they
considered playing with the image and atmosphere of their flat an instrument of self
expression, just like any other, and would sometimes change it weekly. They treated interior-



design as a sort of installation. This sense of freedom, of getting over the past and a need to
constantly change things is very typical of Berlin and Berliners. 
We have talked mainly about the points of connection, but surely the differences are also
strongly there to be felt.
I would not be able to depict Budapest with such intimacy, life for me here is full of
constrictions. What defines me best over here is being in my studio, this is my most powerful,
elemental experience, which determines every step I take. In spite of the similarities, the
paintings of Budapest are harder, more austere, while those of Berlin are softer, more lyrical
in atmosphere, and also finer in terms of technique. 
I believe personal memories, going way back tie you to Moscow, you were even born there.
We lived in Moscow until I was three, and then I returned for a visit when I was in high-
school. We came up with the idea of travelling to Moscow to rekindle old memories with my
father and brother, on the occasion of my mother’s birthday. Just the four of us, looking up
the old haunts, visiting old friends. Naturally, I was quite aware that Moscow had undergone
tremendous change. I went there with great expectations, and was not disappointed. While I
sensed the constant, continuous movement of things in Berlin, in Moscow, change was like a
sharp line had been drawn. Socialism puts in an appearance once in a while, and the wide gap
of social inequalities seems unreal, but all in all, the city made a rather positive impression on
me. I found that development could almost be felt physically, with exceptionally animated,
top level cultural life that was indeed expected to be so by the people living there. For me this
was a refreshing change, coming from the situation in Budapest.
One notices a return to the earlier constructive composition and forms even in your paintings
of Berlin, but this geometric perception is even more dominant in the paintings of Moscow.
This is absolutely deliberate on my part, as I wanted to recall the Russian avant-garde with
some motives I used. In my view the square and the rectangle in a formal sense, visually
define the city and life there to this day. The openness, high standards, orderliness and a
reality of opportunity present are not accompanied by the easy-going attitude and the freedom
of Berlin. Life is caught in a framework of more strict and concrete, definite forms over here. 
What sort of buildings did you photograph in Moscow?
I took the shots mainly in the Kremlin. Curiously the square was so intensely present over
there, along with the dense occurrence of other architectural elements from the city, that I
finally used only the photographs I had taken in the Kremlin for the paintings. The
Assumption Cathedral also left a deep impression in me, I took many photographs there as
well, mainly icons, but I have not worked through them yet.
You used only outdoor photos for you paintings of Moscow.
I only spent a week in Moscow, and found my way into fewer flats then in Berlin. But I
definitely felt that the exterior face of buildings there expresses life in those parts much better
than the interiors. The pairing of pictures did not come about as a result of a consciously
applied concept, I had rather left it up to what I felt, my instincts.
It is the first time you are using colours again since your undergraduate years, seeing the red
and blue you use in your paintings of Moscow.
The intensity of my experiences in Moscow, and perhaps the passing of time brought out the
need to use colours in me. I felt that the colours red and blue, which are unequivocally bound
up with Moscow for me, bolster the intellectual plane of the paintings. The black and white
photograph remained the base, and I chose the colour red, and the blue one often sees on the
inner walls of Russian houses to go with it. 
Mysterious foils conceal all in the paintings of Budapest, the essential remains invisible. In
the Moscow paintings you open “windows” through which one can see into the distance.
Yes, this was exactly my intention. In Moscow there are great opportunities. In Budapest on
the contrary I always sense that uncertainty, disinterest and isolation reign supreme. I see it as
quite hopeless here.
Why?



The situation in Hungary gets more hopeless and oppressive all the time because of the
political struggles. A lack of opportunities hits us artists even harder than others perhaps. The
problem is not merely that funds are being drawn away from the cultural field, but that there
is no cultural policy, a complete lack of interest for our work and no standards in visual taste.
Even as a foreigner, in Berlin I did not get the same impression. 
What are you able to do with the means you have at hand?
I am perpetually making an effort not to give up; I think that is very important.
Your artist portraits may be connected to our current subject matter. Quite unusually for you,
you have portrayed people on them.
Yes, in the present circumstances it was obvious to me that I should draw attention to my
colleagues. At my exhibition in the Budapest Gallery I would like to place the large size artist
portraits in the shop-window sized windows of the Gallery as a publicity stunt, both
advertising us and sending out the signal that we exist.
How were the portraits made?
I chose a few colleagues of my generation, primarily artists who are close to me and whom I
respect professionally. Till now I have finished portraits of six artists and myself. I portray
each person with an object, or in a setting that they believe defines their activity.
Who are the artists?
Ágnes Szépfalvi, Róza El-Hassan, Mária Chilf, Csaba Nemes, Attila Csörgő and Imre Weber.
In the portrait you made of yourself you stand behind a pane of glass and hold a transparent
bottle used for preserves in your hand. Why did you choose the bottle?
I consider the object quite unambiguous. It signifies that we are being looked through, being
treated as air, that our best efforts are lost for nothing.
Do you plan to enlarge, continue the series of portraits?
Yes, I would like to extend it to artists who do not work in the fine-arts, but in other fields of
culture.
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